Oil and Natural Gas Industry
Workshop
October 24, 2012
Flatwoods, WV

Records Submittal
• WR-35 (Well Record)
• WR-34 (DMR)
• WR-38 (Plugging Affidavit)
• WR-39 (Production Report)

WR-35
§22-6-22. Well report, logs, core samples and cuttings to be filed;
confidentiality and permitted use; authority to promulgate rules.
(a) Within a reasonable time after the completion of the drilling of a
shallow well or deep well, the well operator shall file with the secretary
and with the state Geological and Economic Survey a completion report
containing the following:
(1) The character, depth and thickness of geological formations
encountered, including fresh water, coal seams, mineral beds, brine and
oil and gas bearing formations; and
(2) Such other information as the secretary may require to
effectuate the purposes of this chapter

WR-35 (cont.)
35-4-12.2. Filing of Well Record and Related Forms.
12.2.a. Within ninety (90) days after the completion of permitted well work,
two (2) copies of Form WR-35, “Well Operator’s Report of Drilling, Fracturing
and/or Stimulating or Physical Change,” containing in proper form the
geological information required by W. Va. Code §22-6-22, Form WR-36, “Well
Operator’s Report of Initial Gas-Oil Ratio Test,” (except that, where the well
has not been connected within such ninety (90) day period to pipelines or
production tanks, Form WR-36 shall be filed no more than fifteen (15) days
after such connection), Form WR-37, “Pre-Operation Certificate for Liquid
Injection or Waste Disposal Well,” and Form WR-38, “Affidavit of Plugging
and Filling Well,” shall be filed by the well owner or operator with the Chief.
Such forms need not repeat well record information for any work (whether
permitted or not) performed prior to and not part of the permitted work
which said forms apply. Such forms shall correct or add to the well log and
other records made and preserved at the well location by specifying the
casing, treatment, or physical changes performed after completion of the
permitted work, and the additional information or corrected information
discovered, by electric logs or other means, after completion of the
permitted work.

WR-34
General Permit
GP-WV-1-88
2.

Reporting

(a)
Permittee shall submit after the discharge, according to the
format returned to the permittee following site registration, a Discharge
Monitoring Report (DMR) indicating in terms of concentration and/or
quantifies, the values of the concentration, and/or quantifies, the values of
the constituents listed in Part A analytically determined to be in the pit
effluent(s) as well as predischarge data.
(b)
The required predischarge and discharge reports should be
postmarked no later than 30 days following the discharge and be
addressed to:
Chief
Office of Oil and Gas

WR-38
§22-6-23. Plugging, abandonment and reclamation of well; notice of
intention; bonds; affidavit showing time and manner.
All dry or abandoned wells or wells presumed to be abandoned under
the provisions of section nineteen of this article shall be plugged and
reclaimed in accordance with this section and the other provisions of this
article and in accordance with the rules promulgated by the secretary.
When the plugging, filling and reclamation of a well have been
completed, an affidavit, in triplicate, shall be made (on a form to be
furnished by the secretary) by two experienced persons who participated
in the work, the secretary or the secretary's designated representative, in
which affidavit shall be set forth the time and manner in which the well
was plugged and filled and the land reclaimed. One copy of this affidavit
shall be retained by the well operator, another (or true copies of same)
shall be mailed to the coal operator or operators, if any, and the third to
the secretary.

WR-38 (cont.)
35-4-12.2. Filing of Well Record and Related Forms.
12.2.a. Within ninety (90) days after the completion of permitted well work,
two (2) copies of Form WR-35, “Well Operator’s Report of Drilling, Fracturing
and/or Stimulating or Physical Change,” containing in proper form the
geological information required by W. Va. Code §22-6-22, Form WR-36, “Well
Operator’s Report of Initial Gas-Oil Ratio Test,” (except that, where the well
has not been connected within such ninety (90) day period to pipelines or
production tanks, Form WR-36 shall be filed no more than fifteen (15) days
after such connection), Form WR-37, “Pre-Operation Certificate for Liquid
Injection or Waste Disposal Well,” and Form WR-38, “Affidavit of Plugging
and Filling Well,” shall be filed by the well owner or operator with the Chief.
Such forms need not repeat well record information for any work (whether
permitted or not) performed prior to and not part of the permitted work
which said forms apply. Such forms shall correct or add to the well log and
other records made and preserved at the well location by specifying the
casing, treatment, or physical changes performed after completion of the
permitted work, and the additional information or corrected information
discovered, by electric logs or other means, after completion of the
permitted work.
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§35-4-15. Reports.

WR-39

15.1. Annual Reports of Oil and Gas Production.
15.1.a. An annual report of oil and gas production for each well shall be filed with the
Chief on or before the succeeding March 31. This report shall be on Form WR-39, “Report of Annual
Production,” or in such form as the Chief may approve. The report must identify and state the production
from every oil and gas well not yet plugged and abandoned, regardless of the status of the well. The data
shall be submitted by the well operator. Oil shall be reported in barrels, and gas shall be reported in
thousand cubic feet.
15.1.b. Measurement of Oil -- The volume of oil production shall be determined
through the standard practices of common carriers in the State of West Virginia. The report on volume of
oil shall be the same volume on which the royalty interest was determined and shall be acceptable
“pipeline quality.”
15.1.c. Measurement of Gas.
15.1.c.1. If a meter has been set for each well, the gas production for
each well shall be reported, with each well identified by API number or, if no API number exists, by the
operator’s well number.
15.1.c.2. If common or master meter measurement is in use, the wells
subject to common measurement shall be identified by API number, and production estimated for each
such well shall be reported.
15.1.c.3. If calculated value is in use and no measurement of gas is
available for an individual well or group of wells, the calculated volume of gas production using accepted
engineering methods shall be reported, the wells so measured shall be identified by API number, and the
production estimate for each such well shall be reported if such estimates are made.
15.1.d. Failure to submit an annual report of oil or gas as required by this rule or to
provide proof of an existing use or a bona-fide future use under 35 CSR 5 shall constitute a rebuttable
presumption that the well is abandoned by the operator.
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